
A fully integrated hifi separates' amplifier in the 
true purist tradition of esoteric, British high fidelity 
the Sonneteer Alabaster sits at the heart of the 
music system. Plug your music source in, be it a 
Sonneteer CD player, music streamer, record 
player or even iPod doc and enjoy the music 
through your loudspeakers. 
The Alabaster has been described as, “ The best 
amplifier ever made” and we at Sonneteer have 
spent many an hour, week, month, trying to live up 
to the high standards we have set with these 
products. 
The Alabaster, with its  refined and detailed sound, 
is suited to the no compromise, serious music 
lover.

So what is an integrated amplifier?

In any sound or hifi system, from bedside radios,  
television, to full separates hifi set ups, the 
amplifier is the sound engine, The sound form the 
loudspeaker be it through a little plastic grill or 
giant floor standing wooden boxes would be 
silenced without the amplifier inside. The Alabaster 
like other Sonneteer amplifiers is one of these in 
its own special box integrated with a volume 
control system and inputs for all your sound 
making devices.

Features

Esoteric designs, in the true, British tradition of ¡
hifi amplification.
Purist, straight to volume, direct inputs¡
Solid Steel and Aluminium, low resonance ¡
chassis
Full range volume control with exceptional left ¡
to right channel tracking (balance) at low 
volume levels as well as high.
55watts into 8ohm,100watts into 4ohms¡
300VA power supply capable if feeding hungry ¡
loudspeaker loads.
5 inputs, 4 @ 10kohms, 1 x MM phono stage ¡
and 1 x line level output(fixed).
Multiple award winning British designed and ¡
built.
Available in a range of optional colours.¡

Alabaster
“I suddenly remembered I was supposed to be reviewing the 
amp rather than sitting there transfixed.” hi-fi World Magazine.

“Any damn fool can just play a tune 
and get it over with, but the best 
like the Alabaster, does more than 
that…it’s a ballet dancer that can’t 
be fazed by anything....even more 
transparent in the mid-range than 
the Campion, which was fairly 
special.” 
Hi-Fi News.
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